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ABSTRACT

Variation in the velocity field results in dispersion of a tracer cloud
relative to the mean advective transport of the tracer. A major cause of
variation in the velocity field is variation in the hydraulic-conductivity
field; a common form of variation in the hydraulic-conductivity field in
clastic aquifers is stratification, whereby the rate of change in the
hydraulic conductivity is much greater in the vertical direction than in the
hori2ontal direction. Dispersion, under these circumstances, is not governed
strictly by a Fickian flux, but is governed rather by a more complicated
integral expression involving the gradient of the mean concentration. The
results in this paper are a summary of previous investigations by the author
of transport in an imperfectly stratified aquifer. Because a pulse input of
conservative tracer is assumed, it is possible to derive both spatial and
temporal moments; these moments are compared with those from a classical
Fickian flux where a macrodispersivity has been adopted. By numerical
Laplace inversion, it also is possible to obtain concentration profiles of
the mean tracer as it moves downgradient through an imperfectly stratified
aquifer. These results generally indicate that a classical Fickian flux
provides a good simulation of the mean concentration after the center of mass
of the cloud has moved at least 20 length scales from the point of injection.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this report is to summarize spatial and temporal moments of
a tracer cloud being advected in a steady, mean uniform flow in a
heterogeneous porous medium; the summary is largely based on earlier work by
the author [Naff, 1990, 1990a]. In particular, by treating the medium
hydraulic conductivity as a correlated three-dimensional random process, it
is possible to develop a partial differential equation which describes the
temporal and spatial distribution of the mean concentration for that
particular medium. If a pulse injection also is assumed, then spatial and
temporal moments can be derived from Laplace and Fourier transforms of this
equation. Further, given that the Fourier transforms can be analytically
inverted, then the Laplace transforms can be numerically inverted to obtain a
solution, as a function of space and time, for the mean concentration.
Because of the complexity of the equations involved, it is necessary to make
assumptions, a priori, concerning the nature of the correlation process used
to represent the spatial variability of the hydraulic conductivity. In this
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report, the medium hydraulic conductivity will be assumed to be highly, but
imperfectly, stratified; this assumption allows for some computational
advantages and is realistic in light of the distribution of spatial
properties in most naturally occurring clastic aquifers.

The analysis used to obtain the results in this study has many points in
common with earlier work by Gelhar and Axness [1983] and Graham and
McLaughlin [1989]. In particular, the perturbation scheme and velocity
correlation function are essentially those of Gelhar and Axness [1983], while
the fictitious point method for obtaining the cross correlation of the
concentration and velocity fields is equivalent to that used in a numerical
procedure by Graham and McLaughlin [1989]; by use of Laplace and Fourier
transforms, the author [Naff, 1990] extended the fictitious point method to
include analytical solutions. These results should have many parallels with
the Lagrangian analyses of Dagan [1984, 1987]; the strong similarity of the
second moment results of Dagan [1987] to the spatial second moment results
obtained by the fictitious point method has been noted earlier [Naff, 1990].
However, the similarity of the temporal first and second moment by the
fictitious point method to an earlier Lagrangian analysis [Shapiro and
Cvetkovic, 1988] is not as remarkable; this difference may be a result of
different assumptions made in the respective analyses.

In the following discussion, the term "local" will be used in reference to
processes which occur at the representative elementary volume (REV) level,
which may be thought of as an ensemble average at the dimension of the
average grain size of the medium. The term "global" or "macro" will be used
in reference to processes which occur at the aquifer level, which can be
thought of as an ensemble average at the dimension of the REV. The term
"marginal" will be used in reference to similarities of the tracer-cloud
distribution to concepts from multivariate probability density functions.
Because, in the following analysis, a pulse input of tracer is taken as the
initial condition for the transport problem, it is possible to accumulate all
the mass onto a single spatial coordinate by integration; this resulting
concentration will be referred to as the marginal concentration.

CONCEPTS

The dispersive effect of a heterogeneous hydraulic-conductivity field on a
tracer cloud can be examined through the use of ensemble statistics. By
conceptualizing the flow and hydraulic-conductivity fields as realizations
out of an ensemble, probability theory and local-scale transport dynamics can
be used to predict the effect of heterogeneity on the velocity field, and
hence on the mean concentration of the tracer cloud (for simplicity, the
tracer is taken to be conservative). It is assumed that the hydraulic-
conductivity field can be described by an ensemble mean and ensemble
correlation structure, just as the flow field is considered to be uniform in
its mean and is considered to have a correlation structure which results from
the interaction of flow dynamics with the correlation structure of the
conductivity field. Because any single realization of the flow field is not
uniform (as a result of the variable conductivity field), there must exist
some variation in the flow field about this mean. The tracer cloud, which on
an average moves with the mean velocity of the flow field, is dispersed
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relative to the mean velocity by these variations in the velocity field. By
using these concepts, Naff [1990, 1990a] has demonstrated that the transport
equation for the mean concentration C(xft), z=(x.,x2>x,), of a tracer in

heterogeneous porous media, where the influence of local dispersion has been
neglected and the mean flow direction is taken to parallel the x. axis, can
be written

„ 3C - 3C 3W. M .

3t ax^ " 3x .

where n is the porosity, Q. is the mean specific discharge in the x.

direction, and N. is a component of the global dispersive flux; the repeated

indices are used here to indicate summation. The global dispersive flux, tf.,

is the result of the additional spreading caused by heterogeneity in the
hydraulic-conductivity field, when the mean concentration is modeled as being
transported by the mean specific discharge. By applying the integral

operator P™ j" («)dxodx-, to (1), an equation for the mean marginal
-CD -00^ ^ j

concentration C (x.,t) is obtained; the result is

n *±\ Q, !1. _ ™1 , (2)
3t 3x " 3x.

where now the global dispersive flux in the x direction, N., can be
expressed as

J' t V ^ 7 " 0 0 ! f U Q ( t u ) / n x x u ] du (3)n J'o cq q t V ^ 7 " ' 0 ' 0 ! fj U1-Q1(t-u)/n,x2fx3,u] du

and a (s), s=x-x', is the autocovarianae function of the velocity
q1q1

(specific discharge) field in the x. direction. Note that, although the

integral operator reduces the governing transport equation to one spatial
dimension, the global dispersive flux is dependent on the three-dimensional
nature of the random flow field. For a unit pulse injection of tracer into
the flow system at time zero, (2) can be solved for the spatial moments in
the x. direction and temporal moments as a function of this remaining

dimension.

The assumption of an imperfectly but highly stratified aquifer is
incorporated into the autocovariance function a (s) for the velocity

field. By assuming that the horizontal length scale \ for the
autocorrelation function of the hydraulic-conductivity field is much larger
than the vertical length scale x_, the autocorrelation function for the
velocity field becomes

a (s) = a r \
2 exp{-[(s,2+s?

2)A2 + s,2/X 2]*} , (U)
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where o, is the variance in the logarithm of the hydraulic conductivity, X

and X are the horizontal and vertical length scales of the log-hydraulic

conductivity process and Q =K0J; K is the geometric mean of the hydraulic-

conductivity process and J is the negative of the mean gradient in the x

direction. Here it has been assumed that the correlation function of the
logarithm of the hydraulic-conductivity process is a negative exponential in
which correlation in the horizontal (x and x ) directions is isotroyic (see

Naff [1990, 1990a] for further details). This expression indicates that, as
stratification increases, flow dynamics become subordinate to medium geometry
in determining the correlation structure of the flow field.

There is some possibility that by neglecting local dispersion and yet
considering that flow dynamics are controlled by a highly stratified aquifer,
an error will have been introduced into the global dispersive flux; this
error would result because the local transverse dispersivity can act as an
effective mechanism to transfer tracer laterally, perpendicular to the mean
flow direction [Gelhar, et al., 1979]. Naff [1990] investigated this
mechanism extensively and determined that, while the local transverse
dispersivity can be an effective means of lateral mixing, there should exist
many natural aquifers where the ratio of the local transverse dispersivity to
the vertical length scale X. is small enough that this mechanism is

effectively precluded. Thus, it does not automatically follow that an error
has been introduced into the analysis by implicitly neglecting local
dispersion and yet considering the medium to be highly stratified.

SOLUTION TECHNIQUE

By considering that the initial condition for (1) is C(x,0)=6(x) (or that for

(3) is C (x ,0)=S(x )), then the spatial or temporal moments of the mean

concentration can be obtained; the details of the procedure are discussed in
Naff [1990, 1990a]. The form of the solution for some arbitrary central
moment a (a>2), in terms of aimensionless time and space variables x=tQ /Xn
and ?=x /X, is

u /Xa = X / ™ U - M / X ] a C (C,T) d£ (5)

for the central spatial moments, where the first spatial moment, M , is

and

^ ^ jfc _b X A ^ K t fK • ^ \ * ^ h ^ rite ^ ^ ' ' * •

for the central temporal moments, where the first temporal moment, M , is
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T 2 £ ;
Xn

and ra represents the mass under the temporal breakthrough curve:

ra = X ]"" C (5,T) dt .

That the temporal breakthrough curves must be normalized by the mass under
these curves is more extensively discussed by Naff [1990a]; the mass under
any spatial curve is unity as provided by the unit pulse input. The first,
second and third temporal moments and second and forth spatial momenta will
be presented graphically in this report. It is customary to normalize
central moments greater than two by the second moment, K _, of the process in
question (c=K or C=T). The result,

is referred to as the coefficient of skewness when a=3 and the coefficient of
kurtosis when a=4.

Moments (5) and (6) were not obtained by direct integration, as indicated in
these expressions, but by transform methods; Fourier and Laplace transforms
of (3) with respect to x1 (Fourier) and t (Laplace) were obtained, which

resulted in an expression with the transformed mean concentration as the
dependent variable. When evaluated at the origin, differentiation with
respect to one transformed variate and inversion of the other variate back to
its original state produce moments corresponding co the derivatives; the
result is analogous to characteristic functions of probability theory (Ross,
1972). For example, a solution of (3), with a pulse input, in Laplace space
is [Naff, 1990a]

L[C U,T);T* P] = ^rs (H(p)e Y^ + S(o)e ^ } , (8)

where

H(p) =

S(p) =

L[Z ( 5 , T ) ; T - » P ] i s the Laplace transform of the marginal mean concentration

a n d y =Q. ( Q . - a _ Q ) ~ , i | /=2p(p+1 ) ( 2 y - D + Y » B =ip - 1 p ( p + 1 ) , a =(u»-*-D)/2,
2 ' ' p 8
b =(il>-D)/2, <=Y (2p+1)-1-p. The dimensionless Laplace variate, p, is
expressed in terms of the dimensional parameter p as p=pXn/Q.. A first-order

2 2
approximation for y is 1+af when the medium is highly stratified, as

assumed herein. Derivatives of (8) with respect to p, when evaluated at
zero, yield the necessary material to obtain all the time moments (6) (see
Naff [1990a] for details). Additionally, (8) can be inverted numerically to
obtain the marginal concentration as a function of either space or time.
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SPATIAL MOMENTS AND SOLUTION

*
Spatial moments of the marginal concentration C of (2) are obtained by the
transform procedure described previously; here, only the results from the
procedure will be discussed (for a more complete description, see Naff
[1990]). The spatial variance u _ and coefficient of kurtosis K j, for an

imperfectly stratified medium, as described previously, is given in Figure 1
(solid curves) as a function of travel time t=tQ../Xn. Also plotted in this

figure is the equivalent forms for the case of a classical Fickian flux
(dashed lines), where it is assumed that N. of (2) can be expressed as

#
3C

N1 = " 5 X Q1 Si, 9

2 2
and 6=o_ /y ; to first order, y also represents the ratio of arithmetic to

geometric mean velocities: y-Q./Q . The form for the dispersivity, 5X, is

equivalent to that given by Gelhar and Axness [1983] for macrodispersion in a
heterogeneous aquifer. Of the two moments, the kurtosis shows the most
persistent deviation from classical Fickian behavior in that it is
continually platykurtic (flatter than a Gaussian distribution) over the range
of T (1/100 to 100) used in Figure 1. The spatial coefficient of skewness,
at this order of approximation, is null [Naff, 1990]. Except for the
kurtosis, the spatial moments indicate a rather rapid approach to Fickian
behavior. However, the near-field (T<1) behavior of the moments presents a
problem, for these moments suggest, on the one hand, that the marginal
concentration curve should become ever more concentrated about its mean as r
goes to zero (based on the variance), while the curve must remain flatter
(platykurtic) than a standard Gaussian curve (based on the kurtosis). The
results of these two moment, in the near field, are seemingly contradictory.

Form (8), which represents the Laplace transform solution for the marginal
mean concentration when the global flux (3) is the dispersive mechanism, can
be inverted numerically (see Naff [1990a] for details). As a function of the
spatial variable ^=x./X, the results of numerically inverting (8) are shown

graphically in Figures 2, 3 and 4, each of which represent concentration
profiles observed at progressively greater travel time T from the source. At
a observation time T=40 from the source (Figure 4) the marginal concentration
profile, as developed from (8) (solid line), closely resembles its Fickian
equivalent (dashed line). Thus, even though the kurtosis for the curve based
on the global dispersive flux is yet only 2.85 at this point, its visual
similarity to a Gaussian curve is remarkable. Even at an observation time of
T=10 (Figure 3), the resemblance to a Gaussian curve remains significant,
although visual deviations are now apparent. At T=4 (Figure 4) the
resemblance has deteriorated significantly. Apparently, in order for the two
curves to show significant visual difference, a fairly large deviation in the
kurtosis from that expected of a Gaussian form is necessary.

Notable in Figures 2 and 3 are the abrupt truncation at both left and right
extremities of the line segments representing the marginal mean concentration
profiles for the global process. These truncations are the result of
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Figure 1. Spatial variance ^ ( T ) and coefficient of kurtosis ̂ ( t ) of marginal mean concentration as a

function of dimensionless time •c=tQ]/Xn: solid line, global flux; dashed line, Fickian flux.
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TABLE 1. Spatial moments as estimated from marginal mean concentration, Figures 1 and 2.

Case

2
°f

.]

.5

.1

.5

T

4

4

10

10

Unexplained

mass

.136

.136

.0058

.0040

Variance

true

.549

2.01

1.64

6.00

estimated

.406

1.49

1.59

5.89

Unexplained mass

allocation

left

2,796

1.695

6.9

4.0

right

5.204

6.305

13.1

16.0

Variance

true

= 549

2.01

1.64

6.00

corrected

.548

2.01

1.63

5.92

Fourth central

true

.570

7.66

6.54

88.0

moment

corrected

.568

7.62

6.54

85.7

"true" values from theoretical moments [Naff, 1990, equations (30) and (40)].
"estimated" values from integration under marginal concentration curve.
"corrected" values from method indicated in text.
«
half of unexplained mass is allocated at left and right locations, as indicated in table.
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removing from the numerical inverse Laplace transform results oscillations
which occur beyond these terminuses of the curve segments presented in
Figures 2 and 3; these oscillations are apparently associated with the Crump
algorithm used in the inversion procedure (IMSL, 1989). These oscillations
occurred fairly abruptly in the immediate vicinity of the terminuses,
initially were large but quickly dissipated into small amplitude fluctuations
about the abscissa with distance from each terminus. The mass under each of
these truncated segments is not sufficient to account for the mass expected
of the marginal concentration at these travel times. Additionally, if one
estimates, by numerical integration, the spatial variance of the mass
distribution under these curves, this estimate also deviates significantly
from that given in Figure (1). Thus, these segments alone cannot account for
the distribution of the total marginal concentration. This problem becomes
even more acute as the injection point is approached because the line
segments representing the marginal concentration become progressively shorter
as T approaches zero; at T=40, on the other hand, all mass and moment
calculations based on the presented segments (Figure 4), where truncation has
not affected the mass under the marginal concentration profile, agree very
well with the theoretical moments of Figure 1.

To explain this apparent anomaly, Naff [1990a] has hypothesized that the
unexplained mass could be placed as pulses at or very near to the points of
truncation of the curve segments representing the marginal concentration in
Figures 2 and 3. When this is done, as indicated in Table 1, then the
spatial moments usually can be reproduced rather accurately. An exception to

2
this statement is the case of of =0.5 and x=10, where the correction probably

is being affected by the estimated mass under the marginal concentration
curve; the estimated unexplained mass is close to the error expected of the
numerical method used to estimate the mass (note that the unexplained mass
represents less than one percent of the total mass). This deficiency in mass
also will afflict the temporal marginal concentration profiles, as indicated
in the next section. Note that, by invoking this hypothesis, no mass from
the marginal mean concentration is permitted to migrate upgradient of the

point of injection of the tracer (see case on =0.5 in Figures 2 and 3); this

in contradistinction to the Fickian case. Also, this hypothesis could
explain the aforementioned anomalous behavior of the spatial variance and
kurtosis; as the injection point is approached, the two pulses of mass at
segment terminuses would tend to dominate the behavior of the moments. The
variance would tend to zero as the pulses came closer together, while the
mass distribution would tend to be platykurtic because of its dependence on
two pulses separated by some segment of curve.

TEMPORAL MOMENTS AND SOLUTION

By taking the appropriate derivatives of (8), the temporal moments of the
marginal mean breakthrough curves can be obtained (see Naff [1990a] for
details). These moments, which are presented graphically in Figures 5, 6 and

2
7, retain an explicit dependence on o_ , the variance in the logarithm of

hydraulic conductivity; this quantity is an important factor in the
dispersive potential of the medium on the tracer cloud. The mean arrival
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time for transport in an imperfectly stratified medium, as defined in (6), is
presented graphically in Figure 5 (solid curve); the global mean arrival time
departs significantly from a Fickian arrival time (dashed curve) when 5 is
small. While both curves demonstrate linear behavior as a function of 5 in
the far field (c>10), the curve for the Fickian flux, with the dispersivity
form assumed in (9), has a finite intercept equal to 28 while that for the
global flux tends to zero as 5 tends to zero. The variance in arrival time
U T 2 for the global dispersive flux exhibits similar behavior as the mean in

that it tends to zero as 5 tends to zero (Figure 6, solid curve); again, this
behavior is distinctive from that of a Fickian tracer cloud (Figure 6, dashed

2
curve), where a finite minimum variance, depending on of , is encountered for

small £. The coefficient of skewness (Figure 7) shows the most extensive
deviations from Fickian behavior of all the temporal moments, particularly in
the near and intermediate field ($<10); however, the persistence in deviation
is not as strong as that for the kurtosis of the spatial tracer cloud. This
normalized moment also tends to zero as 5 tends to zero. For the tracer
cloud based on the global flux, the temporal skewness can be negative and
positive, whereas a Fickian tracer cloud is always positively skewed.

In a manner similar to the spatial marginal concentrations, the temporal
marginal breakthrough curves for the global dispersive flux becomes
progressively more Fickian in behavior with observation distance t,-x./\ from

the source (Figures 8, 9 and 10). Again, the curves representing the
marginal concentrations are truncated when the observation point is
relatively close to the point of injection (5=4 and 5=10), with the
truncation becoming more defined for 5 in the neighborhood of the injection
point (£<10); the origin of this truncation is identical to that for the
spatial curves discussed previously. The mass under these curves also
becomes increasingly deficient, as compared to the theoretical mass m given
in (6), when 5 approaches the origin. Again, it is possible to allocate the
unexplained mass at or very near the terminuses of the curve segments in such
a way as to satisfy moment considerations of Figures 6, 7 and 8. The basis
of this allocation is a set algorithm which causes the first moment, as shown
graphically in Figure 6, to be satisfied. Selected points (as indicated in
Table 2) at or very near the terminuses of the existing segments are
allocated a portion of the unexplained mass in a manner which causes the
estimated first moment, with corrected mass, to agree with the theoretical
first moment. With this allocation of mass, the higher moments then are
estimated and compared with their theoretical counterpart, as indicated in
Table 2. Generally, this procedure can be used to allocate the unexplained
mass in such a manner so as to reproduce, if not reconstruct, the theoretical
moments. This mass allocation agrees generally, but not exactly, with that

2
based on the spatial moments. For instance, the spatial case of af =0.1 and

T=4 requires a mass of 0.068 at the right location £=5.204 (Table 1); the
2

temporal case of af =0.1 and 5=5.204 (not given in tables) requires a mass of

0.055 at T=4, when the first moment is used as a basis of allocating mass.
Thus, even though the procedure does not work perfectly (as might be
expected; the basis for truncation of the oscillatory behavior of the
numerical inverse Laplace transform was somewhat arbitrary, depending only on
the extent the numerical procedure could be pushed before oscillation set
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TABLE 2. Temporal moments as estimated from marginal mean concentration, Figures 8 and 9.

Unexplained

Case Mass
2

Of.

Mean Variance

Unexplained mass

allocation Variance

Third central

moment

true estimated true estimated true estimated location amount true corrected true corrected

.1 4 1.001 .873 1.17 4.22 .632 .462

.5 « 1.001 .896 4.66 4.82 2.91 2.46

.1 10 1.000 .991 10.18 10.20 1.70 1.66

.5 10 1.000 .986 10.67 10.72 6.89 6.66

3.05

5.89

2.5

9.9

7.684

.0901

.0378
.632 .629

.0907 2.91

.0089

2.91

.0083 1.70 1.70
14.474 0.0

6.342 .014

21.000 0.0
6.89 6.89

.189

3.77

.742

11.7

.189

3.78

.740

11.6

"true" values from theoretical moments INaff, 1990a, equations (14), (17) and (20)1.

"estimated" values from integration under breakthrough curves,

"corrected" values from method indicated in text.

allocation at indicated locations based on first moment.
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in), it seems to provide a reasonable hypothesis to explain the moments and
many of the anomalies associated with these moments. For instance, although
more mass is allocated to the left-hand point of the temporal segments then
the right (Table 2), it was found that this allocation tends to reverse as
the point of injection is approached (for £<1); should these point masses
come to dominate the total available mass, it would not be surprising that
the temporal third moment becomes negatively skewed in the near-field (Figure
3). Conversely, when the marginal concentration curve segment dominates the
total mass (?>1), the skewness tends to be positive as these curves generally
have larger tails to the right than to the left.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A prominent feature of the marginal mean concentration for the global
dispersive flux and associated moments is that these quantities
asymptotically approach their Fickian counterparts with either large travel
time T or large travel distance £. The presence of this asymptote suggests
that a classical Fickian flux, equivalent to (9), could be used to adequately
simulate transport of a tracer, provided that the cloud has obtained a
distance equivalent to some 20 length scales x from the point of injection;
it is not expected that the choice of covariance function to represent the
log-hydraulic conductivity process will significantly alter this result.
With regard to this asymptote, Naff [1990, equation (54)] has noted that
should (4) be used as the velocity autocovariance function in (3), then the
global dispersive flux N. could be expressed as a series:

tf, = -8XQ1 H(t) (10)

where

N-1 m , , _m+1 ,,
_ _ , ,m m! ,xn»m-ot , <x 3 n i.. <-\ r>

m=0 <x=0 1 3 1

and RM is the remainder (N>1); this remainder can be expressed as

Q N+1 *

RN = (-)
N ffi1*^ Si exp[- r^(t-u)] * S [ V Q1(t-u)A,x2,x-,u] du.(11)

1 ' 3x. 3u

When N is set to one, only a single term is contained in the series, and this
term has the concentration-dependent form of a classical Fickian flux,
equivalent to (9). Thus, the difference in behavior between the Fickian and
global tracer clouds must be contained in the convolution form (11) of the
remainder, with N=1. In order that it be consistent with the behavior of the
global cloud, this remainder should tend to zero as either the observation
time T or observation distance £ of the tracer cloud becomes large. This
study suggests that at observation times and distances greater than 20 length
scales lambda from the source, the cloud appearance is very near that of a
process controlled by a Fickian dispersive process. The series (10) also
suggests that the near-field (T<1) behavior of the cloud at least partially
may be simulated by retaining a few more terms of this series in an
approximation of the global dispersive flux N.; two additional terms are
obtained by allowing N=2.
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At large travel distances from the injection point, the first two temporal
moments become

^ ] (12a)

T2 ffi Ut,} . (12b)

The derivative with respect to x. of the first temporal moment (12a) yields a

measure of the velocity (n/Q.), and the equivalent derivative of the variance
2 2

(12b) yields a measure of the dispersive strength of the medium (25Xn /Q1 ).

Thus, if the cloud were observed at two points in the far field (£>10), then
from the slope of the first two moments, as estimated from the breakthrough
curves, it should be possible to estimate the velocity, Q^/n, of the cloud
and its longitudinal macrodispersivity, 5X.

The temporal and spatial marginal mean concentration profiles, obtained by
numerical Laplace inversion, are truncated in the intermediate and near field
(when the observation point c or observation time T is within 10 length
scales X of the point of injection) such that, with respect to the area under
these curves, a loss of mass occurs; truncation of the curves is applied at
points where oscillation begins to dominate the marginal mean concentration
profiles. This deficiency in the concentration profiles is space and time
dependent: the closer the observation point or time is to the point of
injection, the shorter the line segment representing the marginal mean
concentration and the greater the deficiency in mass. A hypothesis has been
put forth to explain and correct these deficiencies in the concentration
profiles which consists of placing, in the form of a pulse, the missing or
unexplained mass at or near the terminuses of the line segments representing
the profiles. This procedure has the effect, when properly implemented, of
not only restoring the mass to the concentration profile, but also of
satisfying to a large degree the demands placed on the profiles by the
spatial and temporal moments. Thus, even though this explanation for the
unexplained mass must be considered to be a hypothesis, it does, to a large
degree, satisfy most of the conditions placed on the marginal mean
concentration profiles. If this hypothesis is correct, and should local
dispersion be included in (1), then these pulses of mass and curve segments
representing the concentration profiles would be further smoothed, probably
to the point where the presence of the pulses would be no longer
recognizable.
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